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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

NOTE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the Committee in advance.

PROJECT DATA

Project Name Location

Owner

Project Use(s)

Project Size Total Development Cost

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate)

Date Initiated Percent Completed by December 1, 2010

Project Completion Date (if appropriate)

Attach, if you wish, a list of relevant project dates

Application	submitted	by:

Name Title

Organization

Address City/State/Zip

Telephone   (           ) Fax   (           )

E-mail Weekend Contact Number (for notification):

Perspective	Sheets:

Organization Name                 Telephone/e-mail

Public Agencies

Architect/Designer

Developer

Professional Consultant

Community Group

Other

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply).
__ Direct Mailing     __ Magazine Announcement __ Previous Selection Committee member __ Other (please specify)  
__ Professional     __ Previous RBA entrant               
     Organization 
               _______________________________

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to 
post on the Bruner Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to 
submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

__ Bruner/Loeb Forum
__ Online Notice
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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

NOTE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the Committee in advance.

Project Name

Address City/State/ZIP

1. Give a brief overview of the project.

 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the       
  urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban       
  issues; design quality.)

PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

1.  Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project?

2.  Briefly describe the project’s urban context. How has the project impacted the local community? Who does the project serve? How
     many people are served by the project?

13



3.  Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate.

5.  Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONT’D)

4.  Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable.
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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided.

Please separate this page from the rest of the application. Award Use should be submitted in a sealed envelope along with the application 
materials. It will not be used in judging entries or be seen by members of the Selection Committee.

Please describe how Award monies will be used to benefit the project.  (The Award check will be made out to the Applicant unless otherwise 
specified.)

** This statement should be signed by the applicant. Photocopies or facsimile copies of the statement with original signature is acceptable.   
  Award Use statement should be submitted in a sealed envelope along with the application materials. 

Name and Title

AWARD USE

Date

34
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other services. 

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (          )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax   (          ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc.

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design.

28
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project.

4.  Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context.

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or who represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project 
respond to neighborhood issues.

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (          )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax  (           ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature	 Date

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

2. From the community’s point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project?

16



3. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how?

4. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through?

COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
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Perspective Sheets
	 You have been asked by the applicant to fill
in a perspective sheet. Perspective sheets are
designed to elicit individual or institutional
perspectives on the applicant project. Emphasis
should be placed on answering the questions
in the space provided in as clear a manner as
possible.
	 Although the application contains many other
components, individual perspectives provide
critical information about the project as it is
reviewed by the Selection Committee. We thank
you for your willingness to submit a perspective
sheet, and for participating in the Rudy Bruner 
Award process.
	 NB: Perspective sheets can be filled out in
writable pdf format online at: www.brunerfoun-
dation.org. However, they must be submitted
to the Foundation (together with other materials
provided by the applicant) as hard copy, with
your signature. No e-mail submissions will be
accepted.

	 American cities embody our nation’s greatest
triumphs and most daunting challenges. At their
best they showcase the rich diversity, cultural
achievement, and democratic values that char-
acterize the American spirit. At their worst they
reflect our country’s most persistent social ills
– economic disparity, hopelessness, neglect and
abandonment. Yet there are those places that
are developed with such vision and imagination
that they transform urban problems into creative
solutions. The Rudy Bruner Award for Urban 
Excellence (RBA) seeks to discover those special
places and to celebrate and publicize their
achievements.
	 Excellence exists in every city. It can be found
in downtowns, neighborhoods, and parks. The
Rudy Bruner Award searches for urban places
that embody excellence, and celebrates their
contribution to the richness and diversity of the
urban experience.
	 These places often transcend the boundaries
between architecture, urban design, and plan-
ning. They are born through processes of trans-
formation – the renewal of something old, or the
creation of something new that resonates in the
history of community life.
	 These extraordinary places enrich the quality
of the urban experience, and serve as models for
placemaking in cities across the country.

Prizes and Presentation
	 The Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence
is given to five winning projects in each biennial
award cycle.

• One Gold Medal Winner is awarded $50,000.

• Four Silver Medal Winners are each awarded
	 $10,000.

•	The winning project teams may use prize
	 money in any way they choose to benefit
	 the project.

•	All winners are promoted by the Bruner
	 Foundation and are included in books 	that
	 are published by the Foundation.

•	All finalists will be featured in award 	 	
	 ceremonies, and a media outreach effort.

2007 Rudy Bruner Award Winners
Gold Medal:

Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA

Silver Medals:
Artists for Humanity Epicenter,

Boston, MA

Columbus Circle Public Plaza,
	 	 New York, NY

Crossroads Project and Marsupial Bridge,
Milwaukee, WI

High Point Redevelopment Project, 	 	
	 	 Seattle, WA

LA Design Center,
Los Angeles, CA

2009 Selection Committee
David N. Cicilline, Mayor, Providence, RI

Michael Dobbins, Professor of Practice, Depart-
ment of Architecture, City and Regional Plan-
ning, Georgia Tech, Atlanta, GA

Mary Houghton, President and Co-founder,
Shore Bank, Chicago, IL

Grace La, Principal, La Dallman Architects,
Associate Professor of Architecture, University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI

Jair Lynch, President, CEO, JAIR LYNCH Devel-
opment Partners, Washington, DC

Martha Welborne, Managing Director, Grand
Avenue Committee, Los Angeles, CA

Notice:
Projects from the City of Providence, RI are 
not eligible for the 2009 Award due to the
participation of Mayor David N. Cicilline
on the 2009 Selection Committee. We
look forward to receiving applications from
Providence in future award cycles.

Key Dates:
•	Submissions must be received at the Found-	
	 ation no later than Monday, December 15,

2008.
• Applications received after December 15 will
	 not be considered.
•	Five finalists will be notified by January 26, 

2009.
• Site visits to finalists will take place in

February, March, and April 2009

•	The Gold and Silver Medal Winners will be
selected and notified in May, 2009.

•	Presentations of the Rudy Bruner Award for 
Urban Excellence will be made in May and 
June of 2009.

2009
RUDY BRUNER   

AWARD  
FOR URBAN		
EXCELLENCE		

OTHER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible,
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area
provided on the original form.

Name Title

Organization Telephone ( )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax ( ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature

1. What role did you play in the development of this project?

2.	Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible.
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OTHER
PERSPECTIVE

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them?

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

OTHER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or is a representative of the group which did.

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (           )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax   (           ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature                                                                                                     Date

1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement.

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project?

DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE
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3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used? 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of the project?  

DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

23
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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by a staff representative of a public agency directly involved in the financing, design review, or public approvals 
that affected this project.

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (          )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax   (           ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency   
 (e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact statements).

 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project?  How   
  did your agency participate in making them?

PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE

19



3. Describe the project’s impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible.

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to         
 agencies like yours in other cities?

   

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project?

PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

20
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (          )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax   (           ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature		                                                                                                    Date

1. What role did you play in the development of this project?

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible.

31



3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them?

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

OTHER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

32
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The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 1

Santa Fe Railyard Redevelopment

Photo: Courtesy of SFRCC, 2009.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 2

Historic Image of the Railyard Depot

The Railyard Depot is now used by passengers for Santa Fe Southern Railroad, and is a 
departing point for New Mexico RailRunner passengers.  Photo: Courtesy Palace of the 
Governors.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 3

Crowds enjoy the Santa Fe Southern Railway at the grand opening in 2008.  Photo: Andrew Neighbour.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 4

This image shows the Railyard Park site looking north before redevelopment.  Photo: Brian Drypolcher.

Before Redevelopment



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 5

A view of the Railyard Park in fall 2008, shortly after substantial completion, from the balcony of 
ArtYard, a live/work space.  This photo is looking east across the Railyard Park.  Photo: Andrew 
Neighbour.

A Newly Built Park



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 6

The Santa Fe Farmers Market on a busy Saturday.  In the background, a feature based on a historic railway tower 
contains 35,000 gallons of harvested rainwater, highlighting water conservation practices while referencing site 
history (left). Photo: Eliza Kretzmann, 2010.  The entry Ramada at the Railyard Park glows beautifully at night (right). 
Photo: Heads Up Landscaping, 2009.

The Railyard Today



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 7

Apple trees bear fruit in a native wildflower meadow along the edge of the Railyard Park. 
Photo: Don Unser, 2009.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 8

Even on a cloudy day, children enjoy playing in a water feature, which kids can turn on and off.  Excess water 
flows into nearby plantings as part of the water harvesting system.  Photo: Don Unser, 2009.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 9

A scent garden built at wheelchair height surrounds an innovative play area for toddlers, seen here in early 
morning light.  The play area is designed to engage youth mentally as well as physically.  Photo: Don Unser, 
2009.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 10

A bike path runs the length of the park alongside the rail corridor, and a line of rock-filled gabions defines 
the park’s edge.  The Acequia Nina (irrigation ditch) delineated by rock walls is part of the park’s irrigation 
demonstration system, and is used for the community food gardens pictured here.  The new Rail Runner 
train coasts by, bringing passengers from Santa Fe to Albuquerque. Photo: Don Unser, 2009.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 11

Low-water sage and roses grace the Circular Ramada, a public ‘porch’ for the Railyard Park. Photo: 
Eliza Kretzmann, 2010.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 12

Native grass and wildflower meadows are a radical shift from the normal public park paradigm in 
Santa Fe.  These meadows demonstrate landscaping practices based on our arid climate. Photo: Gaelle
de Tassigny, 2010.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 13

The Railway gardens feature railroad tracks to highlight historic railroad lines. Linear plantings of low-water plants 
emphasize this history.  Photo: Don Unser, 2010.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 14

Old warehouses and new buildings blend for a vibrant local business district in the Railyard.  Some of the 
current structures were former beer warehouses and freight loading docks, and are now galleries, performance, 
retail and restaurant spaces.  Photo: Courtesy of SFRCC.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 15

School groups perform on stage at the Railyard.  Photo: Jennifer Esperanza, 2008.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 16

Images from the Santa Fe Farmers’ Market.  The market was 
voted in the top ten in the nation.  Photo: Jennifer Esperanza.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 17

Ana Maria Gallegos y Reinhardt, the Director of Warehouse 21.  Warehouse 21 serves as a dynamic place for teens 
in Santa Fe, and is an important part of the Railyard.  Photo: Jennifer Esperanza.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 18

Local elementary school students planned and planted the community ‘waffle’ garden in 2010, learning about 
science, math, history and health.  In the fall of 2010, the students celebrated with a harvest festival, and invited 
students from the New Mexico School for the Deaf to share in the bounty. This year, students also presented their 
garden project to Jane Goodall for her “Roots and Shoots” program.  Photos: Santa Fe Prep Teen Action Program, 
2010.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 19

A raptor visits with the community during a Saturday market.  A space is reserved every Saturday at the artisan 
market for local non-profits.  Photo: courtesy of SFRCC (left).   Students use the Railyard Park as an Outdoor 
Classroom to support their school curriculum in activities such as measuring tree shadows, identifying plants, and 
learning about animal life.  Photo: Santa Fe Prep Teen Action Program, 2010 (right).



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 20

The Stewards provide ‘green job’ training on site at the Railyard Park to high risk youth . 
Photo: Eliza Kretzmann, 2009.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 21

Local flavor at the Railyard.  Photos: Jennifer Esperanza, 2008.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 22

All ages enjoy play at the Railyard Park.  Photo: Jennifer Esperanza, 2008



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 23

A Native American elder blesses the Railyard Park and local youth perform flamenco dance at the grand 
opening event. Photos: Andrew Neighbour, 2008.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 24

Santa Fe citizens gather for the Gay Pride event in June 2009 which drew over 7,000 attendees.  This 
successful event now returns every year.  Photo: Eliza Kretzmann, 2009.



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 25

From dancers to rock and roll and rock climbing, the public at the Railyard Park grand opening. 
Photos: Jennifer Esperanza, 2008



The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the Railyard Stewards 26

Community members hula hoop during an event at the Railyard Park “Performance Green” a 
space for live music, community events, and free movie showings. This space illustrates the 
thoughtful community design for multiple public uses.  Photo: Eliza Kretzmann, 2009.
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Children perch atop the Railyard Park’s “Storyteller Circle.”  This space is loved by children of all ages, 
and references the importance of traditional stories in New Mexico History.  For example, famous 
storyteller Joe Hayes, a Santa Fe legend, told traditional stories in English and Spanish here during 
the Opening Celebration in 2008.
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The Food Network’s ‘Great Food Truck Race’ visited the Railyard in the spring of 2010.  Locals 
enjoyed sampling world-class fare, and the Santa Fe Railyard was highlighted nationally.  
Photo: Eliza Kretzmann, 2010.
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Photo (left): Jennifer Esperanza, 2008; (right) 
SFRCC.  The public experiences the new 
Railrunner, and a couple enjoys coffee at a local 
shop in the Railyard.
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Photos (top and right): Jennifer Esperanza; Photo: left, SFRCC, 2008.
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Local artisans sell their wares at the Railyard Park in a vibrant venue to support local economies.Photo: Courtesy of 
SFRCC.
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Children enjoy rope climbing courses and merry-go-rounds at the Railyard Park.  Photos: Jennifer Esperanza, 
2008
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Local teens break dance at the Fine Arts for Children and Teens 2010 event at the Railyard Park , 
which included sidewalk chalk art, a children’s play, arts and crafts, and more.  Photo: Eliza 
Kretzmann.
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A father celebrates at the annual Fathers’ Day Fiesta 2010.  The Fiesta has quickly become a community-wide 
celebration that includes live local bands, family activities, activities and a ceremony honoring all fathers.  The event 
is sponsored by local organizations, Reel Fathers and Young Fathers. 
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The Railyard Park is often a venue for youth and local musicians. Photos: Jennifer Esperanza, 2008.
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The climbing wall is seen here, and a tunnel leading to the “Large Slide Array.” The play structures at the Railyard
Park are unique to the space. Photo: Jennifer Esperanza, 2008.



 
FAQ LIST FOR SANTA FE RAILYARD VISITORS 

 
What is there to do at the Railyard?    
The Railyard offers diverse restaurants (Flying Star Cafe, Railyard Restaurant & Saloon, Station 
Coffee and 2nd St. Brewery at the Railyard), the REI Sports store, women’s clothing, gift and 
antique stores and numerous art galleries which host the Railyard Art District’s monthly last 
Friday Art Walk.  The Farmers Market is open Tuesday and Saturday mornings (Saturdays only 
during the winter), and the 10 acre park is home to the Artists Market on Saturdays as well, and 
includes a wonderful children’s play area and fascinating gardens.  You will find maps on either 
side of the historic train Depot of the Railyard and the surrounding Downtown Santa Fe area.  Go 
to www.railyardsantafe.com for a complete tenant directory, event calendar (including music and 
movies in the Park, market schedules, all gallery offerings and other special events) and detailed 
driving directions, rail, shuttle and parking information.  You may print the Railyard map from 
our website home page. 

 
What will I find within walking distance of the Railyard? 
The Sanbusco Market with a Borders book store and numerous unique shops and restaurants is to 
the west of the Depot and tracks.  The Railyard is bordered by the historic Guadalupe District 
with many charming clothing and curio shops, and restaurants with a wide variety of food, music 
and nightlife.  Heading north on Guadalupe St., you’ll find the historic Santuario de Guadalupe, 
and it’s only 3 more blocks across the river and right down San Francisco Street to the historic 
Downtown Plaza.   The Roundhouse, the State of New Mexico’s state capitol building, is 5 
blocks east of the Railyard via Montezuma.  You can spend the entire day in the Railyard area or 
explore as you walk to the Downtown area, then take the shuttle back. 
 
Are there restrooms nearby? 
There are restrooms inside the Santa Fe Depot, along with souvenirs and ticket sales for the 
historic Santa Fe Southern Railway excursion train (open Wednesday through Sunday), public 
restrooms in the Railyard Park, Sanbusco Center, and in many of the surrounding shops and 
restaurants you visit.  The Railyard Park also has public restrooms. 
 
What kind of ground transportation is available from the Railyard? 
The City of Santa Fe provides free shuttle bus service (The Santa Fe Pickup) at the Montezuma 
St. end of the Depot platform that makes a loop from the Railyard to the State Capitol, Canyon 
Road, the Downtown Plaza and other stops.  The shuttle circulates continuously 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday and 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, at stops designated by the red 
pickup logo approximately every 20 minutes.  There is no Sunday service.  Call 955-6581 for 
more information.  For City Bus Service throughout the entire City, call 955-2001.  There is a 
bus stop just east of the Depot on Guadalupe St.  See the Railrunner website for daily commuter 
rail service to Albuquerque and points south (www.nmrailrunner.com). 

http://www.railyardsantafe.com/
http://www.nmrailrunner.com/
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	Project Name: Santa Fe Railyard Redevelopment
	Location: Santa Fe, NM
	Owner: The City of Santa Fe
	Project Uses: A sustainable and inviting public space for recreational, social, artistic and commercial activities
	Project Size: 50 acres: 500,00 sf building; 13 acres public spaces
	Total Development Cost: $127 million
	Annual Operating Budget: N/A
	Date Initiated: Planning 80s;Land Acquisition1995;Construction 2006
	% Complete by 12/1/10: 
	Project Completion Date (if appropriate): 
	Applicant Name: Richard Czoski and Eliza Kretzmann
	Applicant Title: Executive Directors 
	City, State Zip: Santa Fe, NM 87501
	Phone Area: 505
	Fax Area: 505
	Fax: 982-3126
	Weekend Contact: 505-570-0711
	Public Agency 1: The City of Santa Fe                  Robert P. Romero              505-955-6848/rpromero@santafenm.gov
	Public Agency 2: 
	ArchitectDesigner: Ken Smith Landscape Architect      Ken Smith                   212-791-3595/ksla@earthlink.net
	Developer: The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation    Richard Czoski    505-982-3373/richard@sfrailyardcc.org
	Professional Consultant 1: Anthony W. Sawtell, Atty.                                           505-988-1668/tony@swbpc.com
	Professional Consultant 2: 
	Community Group 1: The Railyard Park Advisory Committee     Carmella Padilla        505-471-8821/carmpad@aol.com
	Community Group 2: 
	Other: SITE Santa Fe, Santa Fe Farmers Market, Warehouse 21, Railyard Stewards
	Other 2: 
	Direct Mail: Yes
	Magazine: Off
	SC Member: Off
	Other Source: Off
	Prof Org: Off
	Previous RBA entrant: Off
	Online Notice: Off
	BL Forum: Yes
	Other Text: NM Historic Preservation Div.
	Sign Date: 
	POG Project Name: Santa Fe Railyard Redevelopment Project
	POG Address: c/o SFRCC, 332 Read Street
	POG City/State/Zip: Santa Fe, NM 87501
	POG Project Overview: The Santa Fe Railyard Redevelopment Project arose from pubic outcry over a landowner's proposed development that was deemed too dense, too high, and inappropriate for Santa Fe's 400-year-old downtown area and the long established neighborhoods on its west side.  The City of Santa Fe, with the help of the Trust for Public Land (TPL), purchased the land, and undertook a long public process of planning, design and implementation lasting 13 years.Led by two non-profit organizations, the Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation (SFRCC) as developers and managers of the infrastructure and commercial spaces and TPL as developers of the public spaces, Santa Fe came together to transform the historic Railyard into a sustainable and inviting public space for recreational, social artistic, and commercial activities.  The result contributes to Northern New Mexico's economic stability, its destination status for arts and culture, and position as a regional transportation hub (New Mexico's commuter rail, debuting its Albuquerque to Santa Fe line in December 2008, uses the historic Railyard depot as its northern terminus.)  The property is comprised of 50 acres:  37 acres of redeveloped commercial, cultural and live/work spaces and 13 acres of parklands, a formal plaza and half-mile bike/walkway (Alameda).  The latter are covered by a Conservation Easement that ensures their use as public open space in perpetuity.  The redevelopment design established a rugged and industrial look that is appropriate to the history as a working railyard and contrasts pleasingly with the surrounding Pueblo Revival architectural style so dominant in Santa Fe.  The public spaces are beautifully designed and implemented, draw on railyard materials and themes, and practice environmental sustainability through xeriscaping and rainwater harvesting on a large scale.
	POG Self-Evaluation: The Railyard redevelopment project was a bold step for a small city of 70,000 people to undertake; bolder still was the extent to which the process allowed the public to influence planning and design.  The citizens recognized that Santa Fe was in danger of losing its historic Railyard, a key component of its identity.  The result contributes to Santa Fe's economic, cultural and environmental future.  It draws on cutting-edge design from a world-class team while honoring New Mexico's singular past as both a home of the ancestral Puebloans and the Spanish colonial capital city of North America.The true public/private partnership that created this place rejected the typical real estate paradigm of demanding the fastest and highest return on investment, and chose instead the long-term investment in community benefit of all kinds.  This project gives back this under-utilized area to the community.  Over 6000 citizens provided input to the extensive public planning process through multiple opportunities and events beginning in the mid-1990s and continuing through each phase.  The citizens' input resulted in a Master Plan which defined the project goals, ensured the future of the cultural organizations on the Railyard, shaped the size and use of the public spaces, and resulted in careful attention to environmental sustainability issues.It would have been far easier for the City to look the other way and allow development of hotels and big box retail in this historic space.  Instead, together we created a place that honors the past and supports a meaningful urban future.If the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence is awarded to the Santa Fe Railyard redevelopment project, it will honor the many people from this diverse community who envisioned something better and more distinctive for this singular city 7000 feet up in the high desert of New Mexico.
	PD Values and Goals: From its inception, the 50-acre Railyard redevelopment effort was grounded in values of community ownership and inclusiveness, particularly the promise from public officials that the community's vision would take priority.  Committed to giving every person who desired a voice in the planning process an opportunity to participate, the partners conducted a major public outreach effort through ongoing media announcements, advertising, community meetings and volunteer opportunities to keep residents informed and involved at every stage of the process.  This inclusivity created good will and pride among residents while illuminating significant issues and challenges for project developers and public officials as the planning process progressed.The main goals of the redevelopment were to fulfill community expectations on several major issues: preserving the history and continuing the use of the Railyard as a transportation center; placing economic development opportunities for local businesses ahead of entities whose interests and investments might not stay in Santa Fe; ensuring that the existing community based non-profits could remain in the Railyard through rent reduction; maintaining the industrial architectural character of the site; and respecting and maintaining the vitality of the deeply-rooted neighborhood by limiting development consistent with the historical context.  The community  articulated concerns about the City's lack of affordable activities for children, teens and families and prioritized conserving at least 10 acres of public open space that encourage social vitality and healthful activity.  The sustainability of the Park plants in New Mexico's arid high desert environment was a major concern. And in a city where creativity and aesthetics are given high regard, community interest in creating beautiful, interesting and welcoming public spaces and encouraging vibrant artistic activity was addressed as a major issue.With such an inclusive planning process, implementation required trade-offs.  To allow enough commercial (rent-bearing) space to make the project feasible, "only" 13 acres (27%) could be dedicated to open space.  The goal of prioritizing local business was met (94% of projects will be local).  The two national businesses are present (REI and Verizon)  because national tenants were required to finance one of the largest buildings.
	PD Urban Context: The redevelopment of the Railyard from a blighted area to a social, commercial and recreation center marks an era of social, environmental and economic change for Santa Fe, and is a great source of community pride.  Home to 4 legacy non-profits, live/work spaces, galleries, retailers, restaurants and community food gardens, the Railyard is well on its way to being the vibrant community center that residents envisioned.  In December 2008,  the Railyard again became a multi-modal transportation center, with its historic 1880 Santa Fe Depot becoming the terminus for New Mexico's new Rail Runner Express commuter train from Albuquerque, along with excursion trains, city shuttles and van service to Taos.  The 3000-foot bike/walkway forms a central hub to the emerging trail network that is becoming a safe and convenient way for many to navigate the City. The project secured the future of its non-profits with leases that protect them from rising property values.  As a result, the Farmers Market was able to construct a new building, giving it an indoor year-round market for the first time in 25 years complementing its outdoor space, and ranking it as one of the nation's top 10 since opening in its new home.  Warehouse 21 built a permanent cutting-edge facility that greatly enhanced its capacity for artistic training and activities for local teens.  Internationally acclaimed SITE Santa Fe was able to purchase and expand its building, and Hispanic cultural center El Museo Cultural continues to serve the Hispanic community.  Generous public spaces have provided new, much-needed locations for an expanded, high-quality weekly artists market and numerous community events drawing thousands such as the annual Gay Pride Celebration, Taste of Santa Fe fundraiser for the New Mexico Museum Foundation, MS Society Walkathon, Labor Unions Labor Day Picnic, Father's Day Fiesta, and many more, including free concerts and movies for all ages.  But the public spaces also provide quiet spots for small family and school picnics, memorial services and even a first wedding!The Railyard is also a key economic development initiative in challenging economic times.  New Mexico's largest industry is tourism and the Railyard offers a substantial new attractions for visitors. After the debt service is paid, lease revenues will provide an annuity to the City from ground rent for decades to come.
	PD Development Process: The Railyard redevelopment arose out of a fear that the last major piece of undeveloped land in downtown Santa Fe would serve the interests of tourism and high-dollar developers before it served residents.  A grassroots effort was launched to ensure the community's vision for this historic property was honored.  The community process resulted in a widespread feeling of a community working together for its improvement and benefit.TPL, Land Use Resource Center, American Institute of Architects and City Planning & Land Use Department collaborated on planning.  In 1996, an 18-month public process captured votes on Railyard features from 700 citizens.  These findings were published in "A Community Plan" (attached).  A Metropolitan Redevelopment District was formed and Design Workshop was hired to produce the Railyard Master Plan (attached) based on the Community Plan.  From 2002 to 2005, SFRCC, a non-profit selected via a request for proposal by the City, entitled the project and performed design approval, environmental remediation and archaeological clearance for the commercial spaces.  From this point on, the partners convened public participation opportunities involving hundreds of people. TPL led an international design competition that attracted entries from some of the world's finest teams.  The team led by Ken Smith, landscape architect, Fred Schwartz, architect, Mary Miss, artist, and featuring seven local members, was selected after public presentations.  Construction commenced in 2006.  The public spaces were substantially completed in December 2008. Development of the commercial space continues.
	PD Financing: The commercial redevelopment aspect of the project was financed by the City of Santa Fe by two methods.  A 1/16 cent gross receipts tax was passed to pay for 70% of the land acquisition.  Two subsequent loans were obtained from the New Mexico Finance Authority (NMFA) for the $12.7 million infrastructure expense.  Rents from the ground lease tenants pay for SFRCC's operating expenses, repayment of 30% of the original land acquisition ($7 million) and repayment of the NMFA infrastructure loans.TPL undertook what would become its largest ever urban park capital campaign, raising almost $13.5 million from public and private sources for the design and development of the Park, Plaza and Alameda public spaces.  Sources include federal transportation and omnibus bill funds, state legislative funds, city and county gross receipts tax and capital improvement funds totaling over $7 million, and generous private donations from individuals, foundations and corporation totaling about $6 million.
	PD Uniqueness/Adaptability: The community process inspired a large-scale, public-private partnership like no other in the history of Santa Fe.  The multiple interests, entities, and voices of the partners resulted in an incredibly creative and complex group process involving collaboration and negotiations over many years.  This project rejected the typical real estate paradigm of demanding the fastest and highest return on investment, and chose instead the long-term investment in cultural, educational, environmental, historic, and community benefits, while contributing significantly to the future of regional transportation and the local economy.  The business model of a non-profit entity acting as developer ensured that when profits are realized, they will be used to retire public debt on the project, fund long-term operations and future capital requirements.  In addition, the creation of a Conservation Easement guarantees a large portion of the project will be open community space in perpetuity, greening and cooling Santa Fe's increasingly dense downtown and its heat island effect by providing urban green space.The partnership of the City, TPL, SFRCC and Park Stewards has been successful in bringing this project to fruition by soliciting and meeting most of the needs of the numerous stakeholders.  With so many voices to be heard and so many ideas to be weighed and integrated, the Railyard redevelopment took longer than it might have otherwise.  True public-private partnership takes a lot of resources and time, but Santa Fe built a very different, more inclusive, efficient and sustainable civic project - a far cry from what it would have been if the standard commercial development plan had been realized in the 1980's.  We believe it was worth it and can be achieved elsewhere.
	Award Use Narrative: The physical and horticultural maintenance of the Railyard Park + Plaza as well as administrative and marketing activities necessary for effective permitting, management and communication tools require funding significantly beyond the City of Santa Fe's ability to support.  Thus, the Railyard relies on two critical non-profit partners to ensure it is a vibrant, well cared for and successful community space.  These non-profit partners are the Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation (SFRCC) and the Railyard Stewards (the Stewards).SFRCC’s mission statement states that its work is "To transform the historic Railyard into a sustainable and inviting public space for recreational, social, artistic, and commercial activities in a way that embraces Santa Fe’s cultural and historical significance and upholds the community’s vision."  To that end, the SFRCC has been contracted by the City of Santa Fe to manage not only design/construction oversight and lease management, but also the permitting of special events and other uses of the public spaces of The Railyard. This assignment required the addition of staff dedicated to these tasks, the development of a complex set of Policies & Procedures for Public Use, the creation and constant updating of public communication tools such as a user-friendly website, social media, event application materials, maps and signage, time-intensive interfacing with officials of all City departments, and outreach to numerous community organizations to encourage the widest-possible public use.  SFRCC’s public space management work is partially funded by the modest permit fees charged for site rentals and a limited subsidy from the City of Santa Fe, but requires additional operational funding to responsibly meet its obligations in this arena of service to the public.  The award will be used to continue these critical tasks in the Railyard.The Stewards mission is "to provide community stewardship and advocacy for the care and programming of the Santa Fe Railyard Park and Plaza."  The Railyard Stewards focus on open space areas in the Railyard, and have been contracted by the City of Santa Fe and funded by numerous foundations and individuals to:   - Care for the Land: Provide horticultural care for the park (For example, the Stewards coordinated over 2500 hours        of hands-on community care of the Railyard Park in 2010, with over 650 participants).     - Foster Community Ownership and Partnership: Build a network of volunteers to advocate for and sustain the      Railyard Park + Plaza in perpetuity; and   - Fund for the Future: Raise sufficient funds to capitalize and implement the ongoing care of and enhancements to      the Railyard Park + Plaza.The Stewards will use 30% of our portion of the award to begin an endowment towards ensuring a sustainable Railyard Park + Plaza in the future.  Other funds will support our community programs such as community food gardens, educational workshops, and service learning projects.Therefore, as private partners with the public sector in the management of The Railyard project, SFRCC and the Stewards request that if selected for this year’s Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence, as mutually supportive organizations with continuing responsibilities and roles for The Railyard, they share equally in the monetary award in support of their respective roles regarding the thoughtful and creative care and ongoing development of this important major community resource.
	AU Name and Title: 
	AU Sign Date: 
	AD Name: Ken Smith 
	AD Title: Principal
	AD Org: Ken Smith Landscape Architect
	AD Phone Area: 212
	AD Phone: 791 3595
	AD Address: 79 Chambers Street
	AD City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10007
	AD Fax Area: 212
	AD Fax: 732 1793
	AD Email: info@kensmithworkshop.com
	AD Sign Date: 11/03/2010
	AD Design Concept: The Santa Fe Railyard Park and Plaza design is based on water harvesting to create a community park that requires little or no municipal water. Major park features include the restoration of the 400-year-old Acequia Madre irrigation ditch, the cottonwood bosque, the suerte picnic grove, the rail gardens, the performance terraces and open field. The new Alameda and Plaza, which has a new water tank that is part of the water harvesting system and a drip fountain watershed feature, are part of an urban redevelopment area that includes a new farmer's market.  Located in the Railyard District, this park design makes strong and important community connections between the local neighborhoods and cultural institutions including SITE Santa Fe, the Santa Fe Farmers Market, El Museo Cultural de Santa Fe, Warehouse 21 and other local institutions.   At a functional level, it knits together the disparate and surrounding neighborhoods by providing east/west connections across the park and linear north/south paths and bike path linkages from Montezuma Street and downtown Santa Fe to St. Francis Drive and the city beyond.  In addition the park design refers to the history of the place by incorporating historic typologies of plaza, open fields, ramadas, gathering areas, and gardens.  By integrating historic features, such as the 400 year old Acequia Madre, and providing interpretive elements, such as focusing on traditional irrigation practices that shaped environment and cultural practices of Northern New Mexico, the design draws on these traditions but the expression is contemporary.  Finally, the new Plaza plays an important connection to the cultural life of Santa Fe as a setting for contemporary art, museums, galleries, a farmer's market, a historic museum, teen center, live/work housing development and a vibrant entertainment district.
	AD Programmatic: The redevelopment of the Railyard District represents a major stage in the evolution in the social space of Santa Fe.  Historically, the social life in Santa Fe was centered around the 400 year old historic plaza while the Railyard District was an isolated marginal area within the city.  This redevelopment, including the Railyard Park and Plaza and the Farmer's Market, represents a major expansion of the social center of Santa Fe outward towards the historic neighborhoods of Don Diego, Alarid, Manhattan and beyond to the new suburban developments at the outskirts of Santa Fe.  As a comparison the historic plaza has been seen as a formal parlor and the Railyard Park as a vibrant family room for the local community as well as seasonal visitors.Another feature of the park design emphasizes the connections between the social space of the park and the use of water in an arid climate. Harvested water is captured from neighboring roof areas, stored and used as a visible element in the park design. The use of harvested water, permaculture practices and xeric plantings create a landscape of native communities and garden environments in the various principal features in the park: an arroyo, a series of ramada structures, a children’s play environment, rail gardens and cottonwood bosque.  Nourished by the harvested water from the site where there are over 300 trees which provide shade, an important necessity in Santa Fe, gardens, performance slope lawn, and picnic turf rings, these features in the park also create spaces where the community may come together.
	AD Challenges: There were three major challenges to designing the Railyard Park:1) Timeframe:  Over a decade ago the project was initiated through local initiatives to have community control over the destiny of the development of the Railyard District.  A community masterplan was developed with the input of the local AIA, which lead to an international design competition.  There was an eight year design process from schematic design to the construction of the project.  The Trust for Public Land, a public non-profit organization, lead the effort to bring forth the community needs and desires but with an innovative approach initiated by the international design competition.2) Community Process:  Santa Fe is a small but activist community where nothing gets built without the public consensus and participation in the building process.   There was a thorough, informal and formal, public participation throughout the project.  The final design reflects the influences of the community process.3) Construction:  While the Park has a good construction budget, it is less than the national average for metropolitan park construction.  And given the innovation and custom nature of the design, great diligence was necessary to carry the design ideas and features forward within the limitations of the budget.Furthermore, the project was funded by substantial private funding.  The design team participated fully in the funding raising efforts as part of the design process.In summary even though the project is the product of long timeframe, much public consensus building, constraints of the budget, and fund raising, the park as constructed successfully carries forward the principle design ideas and features laid out in the project masterplan and competition design.
	AD Urban Context: The scale and organization of the spaces reflect the historic structure of the site and its contemporary context.  Historic features such as the Acequia Madre preserves and reinforces as strong spatial elements of the design.  Other historic features such as the historic rail alignments are given visibility in the park design and reveal spatial resonance and clarity with the surrounding neighborhood fabric.  Elements rooted in the traditional forms as the Circular Ramada, which reflect both the kiva and the rail turntable, the new Farmer's Market and the Watertank link to historic urban forms in Santa Fe.  Locally appropriate materials, such as extensive use of stone, gravel, wood and local plantings provide a strong connection to sense of place.  The scale and diversity of spaces within the park and plaza provide a complex social space of interaction and are appropriate in scale to the historic space within the historic community space of Santa Fe.
	CR Name: Carmella Padilla
	CR Title: Railyard Community Volunteer
	CR Org: 
	CR Area: 505 
	CR Phone: 471-8821
	CR Address: P.O. BOX 2022
	CR City/State/Zip: SANTA FE, NM 87504
	CR Fax Area: 
	CR Fax: 
	CR Email: CARMPAD@AOL.COM
	CR Sign Date: 
	CR Role Description: As a native of Santa Fe and active community member with family roots in the area of the historic Railyard, I was asked to join the volunteer Railyard Advisory Committee (RAC) in 2000 to help provide another diverse voice for longtime community residents whose history and future were deeply tied to the proposed project. My role with the committee has evolved over time, beginning with participation in biweekly meetings with the larger RAC, which advised The Trust for Public Land (TPL) on developing the public space areas. In 2001, my role expanded as I was named a juror for the international landscape design competition hosted by TPL, which selected a landscape and architecture team to design the Railyard Park and Plaza. From 2001 to the project's completion in September 2008, I continued working with the RAC to advise the design team; help raise $14 million to fund the project through community advocacy and donor connections; represent the RAC as a community volunteer at public meetings; and help with PR and marketing initiatives through my professional work in the field. In all I have served nearly a decade.After the grand opening of the Railyard Park and Plaza in the fall of 2008, I worked with other community volunteers to establish the Railyard Stewards, a community-based stewardship program for the Railyard Park and Plaza. I served as a founding board member, and as the Chair in 2010. In that role, I worked with fellow board members to hire an executive director for the organization; to establish the group as its own separate 501(c) 3 nonprofit organization; to raise funds to help support the long term success of the Railyard Stewards; and to advise on a host of educational and community programming that is now at the heart of the Railyard Park and Plaza experience.  In all capacities of my work with the RAC and the Railyard, my central role has been to advise and advocate for the project in ways that best serve the greater Santa Fe community's vision, interests and well-being.   
	CR Issues: From its inception, the greater Railyard revitalization project was rooted in a concept of community ownership and inclusiveness. The Railyard Park and Plaza thus developed out of the community's priority request that a significant amount of acreage be devoted to parklands and other public spaces where people from throughout Santa Fe could feel welcome and included. This concept of inclusivity created much good will and a great feeling of pride among residents while illuminating significant community issues, concerns and challenges for project developers. The main challenge was in attempting to fulfill various important and ambitious community expectations on several major issues, including preserving and honoring the history of the Railyard as a transportation center; placing economic development opportunities for local businesses ahead of entities whose interests and investments may not stay in Santa Fe; creating a community-centered commercial, cultural, nonprofit and residential district that is more affordable than other areas of Santa Fe; maintaining the industrial architectural character of the Railyard; and respecting and maintaining the vitality of the historic, deeply rooted neighborhoods surrounding the project development area.  Community concerns about the city's lack of affordable activities for young children, teens and families raised an awareness of the necessity to create public spaces that encourage social vitality and healthful activity for residents of all ages. And in a city where creativity and aesthetics are given high regard, community interest and concerns about creating beautiful, interesting and welcoming public spaces were addressed as a major issue throughout the process. Finally, concern about giving every person who desired a voice in the planning and development process an opportunity to participate inspired a major public outreach effort through ongoing media announcements, advertising, community meetings, volunteer opportunities and other efforts to keep residents informed and involved at every stage of the process.
	CR Betterment: Yes, this project has absolutely made Santa Fe a better place to live and work. Though Santa Fe is a relatively small town of some 70,000 residents, its deep multicultural history and diverse citizenry bring a depth of history, culture, experience and opinion that make it appear much larger than it is. Along with this comes varied cultural and socioeconomic issues that often have residents engaged in debate, controversy and dissatisfaction over the decisions made by public officials that affect everyday life. The Railyard redevelopment project arose out of such dissatisfaction and a feeling of inequity by various longtime residents who feared that the last major piece of undeveloped land in downtown Santa Fe would serve the interests of tourists and high-dollar developers before it served the everyday needs of residents. A grassroots effort was launched to ensure that the community's voice and vision for this historic property were honored. The goal was to unite the community in a common purpose that would benefit residents of all backgrounds and ethnicities, from individuals to businesses to nature lovers to arts and culture aficionados.The community process and plan that grew around this idealized vision of a shared community goal resulted in a widespread feeling of a community working together for its own improvement and benefit. The ideal of a democratic community process overshadowed unavoidable delays or other public frustrations with the project that occurred along the way. Of course, as would be expected in any large community process, not everyone ended up being completely happy with the project. However, despite varied preferences and opinions of residents about the project's final outcome, the act of working together—neighbor with neighbor, teenager with senior, Hispanic with Anglo, old-timer with newcomer—in itself made Santa Fe a better place to live. Given the unprecedented nature of this project, it is doubtful that a project of this scope, purpose and impact could ever be repeated. This truly was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and experience. From an economic and quality of life perspective, the project has great potential to enhance residents' lives and livelihoods. As it has throughout the U.S., the national economic downturn has affected the ability of some businesses in the Railyard to get out of the starting blocks. Nonetheless, the area has drawn a significant number of new businesses and social activity whose impact will only grow with time. Perhaps most significant is the public's embracing of the new Railyard corridor as the diverse social and cultural gathering place it was intended to be. The biweekly Farmers Market consistently experiences record crowds and sales, while bicyclists, shoppers and park visitors frequent area restaurants, nonprofit organizations, galleries and other businesses morning to night. Of particular note is the year-round activity that now takes place in the Railyard Park. Thanks to the leadership of the Railyard Stewards, on any given day, the park draws horticultural volunteers who help pull weeds, prune roses and other activities that maintain the space as an inviting and beautiful public space. Among these are student youth groups from area schools whose volunteer work in the community garden is at once an educational experience and an agricultural experience as they plant, care for and harvest a bounty of food. The lessons that the youngsters learn in terms of how they relate to issues of water, the environment and to the production of food instills values that will last them a lifetime. Their experience and appreciation of the natural beauty of the outdoors is not only enjoyable and educational, but promotes a healthy, active lifestyle that, if continued, will benefit them immensely. Beyond the educational programming offered by the Railyard Stewards is a host of activities overseen by the Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation, which schedules ongoing events in the Railyard Park and the greater Railyard development. These activities include weekend festivals, artist markets, culinary adventures, movies in the park, weddings, barbecues, birthday parties and other events enjoyed by people of all ages. This social vibrancy against the backdrop of beautiful gardens, grasses, bike paths, and a commuter train, has made the Railyard a uniquely popular and interesting place for residents and visitors alike to gather, meditate, take a walk or otherwise enjoy Santa Fe.  For a city that has never had many parks in comparison to other important urban centers, Santa Fe is quickly learning the quality of life benefits that come with vibrant common public spaces. As time goes on, and more visitors experience the activity and vitality of the Railyard, it will become even more important in the daily life of Santa Fe.
	CR Critique: Because of its grassroots nature, the Railyard revitalization project proved in many ways to be a make-it-up-as-you-go along type of process which resulted in mistakes and, in some cases, dissatisfaction. As the project has been used and tested in its first few years of operation, the project has continued to be a work in progress, with valuable lessons learned and changes made for the benefit of visitors and the goal of creating the most enjoyable public space possible. Considering the complex public-private structure of the project, and the thousands of stakeholders involved in and continually watching it unfold, the development was incredibly well-organized, adhering to the highest professional and ethical standards. The result is as close to perfect as any project of this nature and scale could be expected to be. Perhaps more than anything, the success of the development is due to the creative approaches and innovative solutions employed every step of the way. The originality, beauty and vibrancy of the final project is a reflection of that creativity and innovation, as well as of the spirited participation of the community. Indeed, every piece of this project is imprinted with the spirit of Santa Fe.The innovation that drove this project from its inception continues today with the Railyard Stewards and the volunteer horticulture and public education programs they have implemented that encourage residents to experience and participate in the parklands. After recently achieving its own nonprofit status, the Railyard Stewards are fully committed to anticipating and planning for the future of the Railyard Park and Plaza. Perhaps the only thing I would change about the project’s progression to this point is to have been able to adequately plan for the true costs of the project, not only through its initial planning, design and construction, but for its long term care. Indeed, what was initially forecast to be a $9 million project turned into a $14 million project due to increased construction costs and a fluctuating economy. This resulted in some cherished aspects of the original park design being put on hold until another phase of construction might be approved and paid for. As the Railyard Stewards face the future as a self-supporting organization, the long term costs of their role are also unknown, making for ongoing fund raising efforts that will undoubtedly enhance but also put pressure on the organization through time. To begin this project with an endowment in place would have been the ideal, though perhaps unrealistic. For better or worse, money will continue to be a main driver of this project and its success today and, most likely, in the future.
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	Question #1: As a farmer and writer living 50 miles north of Santa Fe, I chaired the board of the Santa Fe Farmers’ Market for 14 years; the market held its outdoor sessions on the parking lot of Sanbusco, a renovated Railyard warehouse on private land but adjacent to the City-owned Railyard property, its third site since its founding in the late 1960s.  As a result of the Railyard Community Plan, which called for the Farmers’ Market to be part of the future development of the property, I took an interest in the project.  In 1998, I resigned from the market board to become project director of the Friends of the Farmers’ Market, a 501.c.3, to pursue development of a permanent market site on the Railyard, under a Ford Foundation grant. By the end of my three-year tenure, the organization had attracted additional foundation support and had obtained $700,000 in funding for the future Railyard Plaza area from Congress, the first major outside funding for the Railyard other than TPL and the City.  After taking some four years off from farming and community work to write, I returned to the Railyard project as a board member of the Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation, a position I held until October 2008.  I also joined the board of the Santa Fe Farmers’ Market Institute, the 501.c.3 that had succeeded Friends of the Farmers’ Market.  I saw my role as facilitating communications between the two entities during a time of complex planning and negotiation for the permanent Farmers’ Market site on the Railyard, which included a building (with an indoor market hall, and restaurant and office rental space, and office space for the two market organizations), and the use of outdoor Alameda and Plaza areas for summer market sessions.
	Question #2: For the community of Northern New Mexico small farmers and their Santa Fe customers, the establishment of a permanent indoor-outdoor facility has finally ended the cycle of frequent moves—seven in all, not counting indoor winter markets—from one parking lot to another. These moves were inevitably sources of confusion and anxiety for both farmers and customers, with negative impacts on the success of the market. I also believe that the presence of the Farmers’ Market, which regularly draws thousands of Santa Fe residents, in the Railyard is key to the success of the overall Railyard project, including the Park and Plaza. By the same token, the Railyard has given the Farmers’ Market a permanent home it would have never acquired otherwise, certainly not within the Santa Fe downtown area.  The permanent market facility is expected to have these effects: buttress the financial viability of the market organization itself, encourage farmers to increase production in order to meet the demands of a longer selling season in dedicated indoor market space and eventually more market days per week, and therefore keep more land in production. The fact that the farming community of Northern New Mexico, with much help of course, has succeeded in building a permanent facility in Santa Fe, cannot help but increase the importance of local agriculture in the eyes of Santa Fe as a whole; it is also likely to serve as a model for other communities seeking similar permanence.  The deeply collaborative aspect of the Railyard project, a 10-year process, was an invaluable education experience for both participating farmers and urban activist and planners.
	Question #3: The Farmers’ Market participants inevitably called for more space but overall revenue demands (repayment of bond issues, ground rent, etc) put limits to the space available to the market.  I recall this being an early and continuous issue.  A similar concern was to avoid the costs of the market portion of the project to be carried on the backs of small farmers—who would, if this were not done, be eventually replaced by larger growers. So far, costs to farmers have increased only modestly, but this is an on-going concern. Rental revenue (for upstairs office space, and special events in the market hall, and a downstairs restaurant space) is supposed to cover building maintenance, ground rent, and mortgage costs; but in the present depressed financial climate, this is not yet fully assured.  
	Question #4: As for the Railyard as a whole, I consider the design superb: old buildings have been retained and restored and the new ones harmonize well with them. The public spaces—Park, Plaza, Alameda—were sensitively and innovatively designed, to stunning visual effect. Perhaps the greatest success was the participation of thousands of citizens in the very lengthy public planning process, and in their ultimate approval through heavy participation in grand opening and subsequent events—participation for which the public spaces and the four Railyard nonprofits have played a key role.  A private development, even with a large public space incorporated into it, could not have achieved such a high level of citizen participation and approval and overall funding support.On the whole, the Railyard has turned out better than I had hoped. Inevitably, given its location and, for that matter, national trends, the retail environment will be upscale and not affordable to many Santa Fe residents and therefore will be considered in some sense out of bounds. To some degree, the presence of the Farmers’ Market may over-ride that impression, but it too suffers from a reputation for being “pricey.” The completion of a planned cineplex may also bring a more broadly-based clientele into the Railyard. 
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	DP Role Description: The Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation (SFRCC) is a non-profit corporation contracted by the City of Santa Fe to entitle, develop, lease and manage the redevelopment of the Santa Fe Railyard implementing the Railyard Master Plan, and to manage the use of its public spaces, now that development is principally complete.  SFRCC managed the environmental remediation, archaeology, infrastructure design and construction, and approval of all private tenant leases and building design.  To date, 86% of the land parcels have been leased.  SFRCC employs 3 full-time staff and enjoys the generous time and financial, legal, design and community expertise of a 16-member volunteer board, while complying with the Open Meetings Act in order to keep its decision-making process as transparent as possible.The Trust for Public Land (TPL) is a non-profit corporation which planned, designed, raised funds for and developed 13 acres of public spaces on the Railyard, including a 10-acre park, 1-acre plaza, 3 pocket parks and a bike/walkway that connects them all.  In 1995, TPL helped the City of Santa Fe purchase the Railyard property for $21 million, about $7 million below appraised value.  TPL worked with community groups to craft a conservation easement ensuring these spaces remain public parklands in perpetuity, and secured funding for "community design days" to survey the citizenry, resulting in a Community Plan defining the public's wishes for the redevelopment of this land.  In 2002, TPL convened a juried international design competition that drew 56 submissions, contracted the winning team, convened a volunteer advisory group, raised almost $13.5 million, and oversaw construction of the public spaces, reaching substantial completion in November 2008.  TPL still holds the Conservation Easement for the Railyard on behalf of the City of Santa Fe, which owns the property.
	DP Trade Offs: There was the need for constant balancing of the sometimes differing goals and objectives of the City, for-profit tenants, non-profit tenants, TPL, neighbors, and citizens of Santa Fe.  The Master Plan was amended ten times by City Council in a public process to reconfigure building locations, sizes, and heights.  Consequently, consensus had to be reached and compromises made.  Some tenants had to build smaller buildings; some neighbors had to accept taller roof heights; design compromises were also required to incorporate the new commuter rail service.  The commitment to lease to local businesses was met by 94% with only 6% of lease space allocated to national retailers in order to obtain financing of the largest commercial building.Design of the Park attracted a long wish-list from the public, all of which had to be balanced and selected from.  On the whole, the response to what was actually built has been overwhelmingly positive.  The Park, Plaza and Alameda designs also accommodated the needs of the important resident cultural organizations.  The Park created the opportunity for an expanded footprint and new park-side entrance for SITE Santa Fe, the internationally-known contemporary art museum.  The Plaza and shaded portion of the Alameda were designed to accommodate stalls for the busy warm seasons of the Farmers Market when its bounty spills from its new market hall interior to the outdoor public space.  Policies and Procedures were developed for use of the public spaces with the goal of welcoming as many diverse community uses as possible, without allowing the domination of any one group.The relocation of a population of prairie dogs was required, balancing the needs of wildlife with human development  goals.  TPL raised funds and SFRCC contracted to have the animals captured in family groups and relocated to wildlife refuges, helping the University of New Mexico's Long Term Ecological Research programs restore those ecosystems.
	DP Financing: The entire redevelopment project has benefitted financially from deep commitments from both the public and private sectors.  $67 million has been invested by the public sector and $70 million by the Private sector for a total of $137 million to date.Development of the commercial spaces was funded by the City of Santa Fe, the State of New Mexico Legislature, the New Mexico Finance Authority and private donations.  The unique nature of the project with highly developed public park spaces and 20% of the project being occupied by community based non-profits yielded private contributions totalling $5 million.  The City originally issued a 1/16 cent sales tax to pay for the $21 million land acquisition which has now been paid in full.  The state funded a portion of both Warehouse 21 (the Santa Fe Teen Arts Center) and Farmers' Market buildings.  The City obtained infrastructure construction financing of $12.7 million from the New Mexico Finance Authority which assists government entities with affordable financing for capital and infrastructure projects.  This loan is being repaid by revenue generated by the ground leases on the commercial portion of the property.TPL raised almost $13.5 million for the design and development of the Park, Plaza and Alameda in public and private funds.  Sources included federal transportation and omnibus bill funds, State legislative funds, City and County gross receipts tax and capital improvement funds, and generous private donations from individuals, foundations and corporations.
	DP Critique: The most successful aspects of the project are the true community development process, unprecedented public- private partnership and creation of a new sense of place for the local community.  As a result, locals and visitors alike now enjoy a wide variety of activities from attending a play, strolling in the park, enjoying community celebrations, free outdoor concerts or movies, or viewing contemporary art.  The Railyard's rail, shuttle and trail connections enable them to explore the project actively on foot and by bike to purchase fresh local produce at the Farmers Market, shop, dine and meet with friends as well as commute by train to points south.  Another major success has been in attracting a number of local businesses, while carefully selecting national businesses which provide an excellent "fit" for the Santa Fe community.  The project has defined a new architectural design vernacular that retains the industrial feel of the historic Railyard in sharp contrast with its Pueblo Revival surroundings, creating a significant amount of national attention and renewed interest in visitors returning to experience the "new" Santa Fe.  The Railyard is succeeding as an important new fixture of Santa Fe's future by drawing on and honoring its past in a unique and creative way.Another success is found in the successful balance between exquisite design, the history of the Railyard and Santa Fe's complex and closely guarded cultural and natural heritage.  The public spaces are beautifully and thoughtfully laid out and draw on prior uses and materials as themes and forms.  Recognition of Sante Fe's location at 7000 feet in the dry high desert led to careful plant selection and minimal but specific uses of turf grass in the Park.  The sustainable use of water on the site required an interesting blend of innovation and reverence for history.  The public spaces have the capacity to collect and store 110,000 gallons of rainwater from the roofs of new and historic Railyard buildings and use a replica of historic railway water towers to drive a gravity-fed irrigation system.  A garden demonstrating historic Pueblo Indian planting techniques and a community garden draw water from the City's beloved 400-year-old Spanish colonial irrigation "mother ditch", the Acequia Madre.   Now that TPL's work is fundamentally done, the Railyard Park Stewards have emerged as a principal private sector partner with City staff in the care of the Park. (More about the Stewards in "Other Perspectives.")The least successful aspect of the commercial redevelopment has been the challenge faced by tenants in a declining economic environment.  This economic slowdown has resulted in a few still-vacant parcels without buildings and buildings which are not yet fully occupied.  Construction of the public spaces was delayed longer than intended while funds were raised and construction, once begun, took longer than expected, resulting in completion concurrent with the start of a national recession.  Given these challenges, the vibrancy of the Railyard already is remarkable.
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	PA Role Description: The City of Santa Fe purchased the 50-acre Railyard property from the Catellus Development Corporation in 1995 with bridge financing support from the Trust for Public Land.  City leaders and community members advocated for the purchase primarily to prevent over-development of the Railyard and to preserve the very old and sensitive neighborhoods abutting the property while at the same time supporting the area as a vibrant place for local residents, businesses, arts and culture.  Zoning at the Railyard would have allowed 1.2 million square feet of development and buildings two to six stories high, completely out of character with the neighborhood's low residential structures.  The revised plan limits development to 500,000 square feet and building height to 34 feet.  From 1995 to 2002, the City engaged hundreds of citizens in hundreds of meetings, a process regarded as the greatest civic participation this city has seen in its history.  The community's vision for the Railyard was encapsulated in the Railyard Community Plan, most of which was adopted by the City Council in the Santa Fe Railyard Master Plan.  In 1998, the City staffed a Railyard office to implement redevelopment, which included new infrastructure, environmental assessments, archaeology, historic preservation regulations and the establishment of a non-profit to develop, lease and manage the property.  I was Director of Public Works during the entitlement and construction of the project.  My department worked closely with the non-profit to coordinate the requirements of the various departments within the City.  New protocols had to be developed because the City owned the ground.
	PA Benefits: Santa Fe residents and leaders banded together in an unparalleled way to preserve the Railyard as a community gathering place.  Residents felt they had been forced off the city's historic plaza, saying it was not primarily for tourists, and wanted a place of their own.  To achieve this, hundreds of people shared their vision for the Railyard as an engaging place including live-work space, local businesses, performance and cultural entities, parklands and open space.  Every feature was to add to the city's cherished natural beauty, pay homage to the site's rich history, and invite mixed uses.  As with any collaborative project, especially one of this scale, compromises were made.  The city had to carefully balance preservation of the neighborhoods surrounding the Railyard with the need to build commercial space to generate enough revenue to pay for the purchase of the property.  Another compromise had to do with building height.  Zoning in the district allowed for up to 64 feet in height, which the city reduced to 34 feet so that the development better fit the neighborhood character and maintained residents' treasured views of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains.  City planning of this area began in the early 80's.  Railyard design began in 1996 with an 18-month process during which more than 700 residents voted for what they wished to have on the Railyard.  In 1997, the partners held a four-week design process; in the first week alone more than 200 people worked with architects and planners to design preliminary land use concepts.  The resulting Community Plan defined 12 guiding principles.  In 1997, the City Council unanimously approved the Community Plan and committed a 1/16 gross receipts tax to pay 70% of the Railyard land purchase debt.  In 1999, a redevelopment district resolution was passed.  Hundreds of people attended further public meetings in 2001 to refine the Master Plan design.  The city created a metropolitan planning organization to oversee Railyard Plans progress through the city's Planning Commission and City Council for approval.
	PA Impact Analysis: The project has invigorated a key piece of property within one mile of the historic Plaza that was previously an under utilized eyesore.  It has provided many opportunities for local businesses to locate near the central business district.  The four community based non-profits would have been priced out of the area without the financial accomodation granted.The project has also generated significant national publicity for Santa Fe as a new unique district that is architecturally different from the historic districts in the CityThe 10 acre park also provided a new venue for large events to relieve the constant use (and overuse) of the historic Plaza.
	PA Partnerships: This project would not have occurred without the city's partnership with Trust for Public Land, the Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation and the community.  The model of public/private partnerships to revitalize the Railyard was an approach the city had never tried before.  It was absolutely necessary because the city did not have the resources or development experience to take on a project of this scale on its own.
	PA Critique: By far, the Railyard's biggest success was the realization of the community's desire for a gathering place, built according to the principles outlines in the Community Plan.  On the day of the grand opening, it was amazing to hear the joy and pride in residents' voices as they pointed out features that they had either suggested or voted on over the years.  This is truly a community gathering place, created by and for the community.  The Railyard redevelopment, which was more than 10 years in the making, took longer than originally intended, in part because of the intense public participation process.  While the Railyard took longer than expected, nearly everyone agrees that it is a better project because of the great lengths taken to follow the community's wishes for this space.  A decade ago, the Railyard was a blighted area that served mostly as a collection space for garbage and debris.  Today, it is an emerging community space for the families of Santa Fe.  This is truly a community success story.
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	OP Role Description: Growing up in Santa Fe, I visited the Railyard for community events and as a child exploring downtown Santa Fe.  Mainly I remember the space as a unappealing, dusty place that felt uninviting.  Later, as a young professional in watershed education and restoration, I led a workshop with Warehouse 21 youth in envisioning environmental restoration of the 13 acres of public open space within the Railyard revitalization project.In 2009 I was hired as the Executive Director of the Railyard Stewards.  The Railyard Stewards is a non-profit organization with the mission to provide community stewardship and advocacy for the care and programming of the Santa Fe Railyard Park + Plaza.  The Railyard Stewards grew out of long-term community groups such as the Railyard Advisory Council, which started more than a decade ago and was instrumental in providing community input during the development of the Railyard.  The Stewards' vision is a vibrant, beautiful, popular and safe community gathering place representing the history, values and aspirations of the people of Santa Fe.  We focus on care for the land, the visitor experience (encouraging community engagement and repeat visits), advocacy for the Railyard, and fundraising to ensure these goals are met. Since its beginnings in 2008, the Railyard Stewards have evolved to be a crucial partner in the Railyard Park + Plaza, ensuring a vibrant and well-cared for space.  In 2010 we worked with over 650 community and youth volunteers to provide over 2500 hours of care in the Railyard Park.  We provided more than 130 community workdays and provide dynamic education programs to youth and the public.
	OP Community Impact: Growing up in Santa Fe, if often felt that our city was more oriented toward tourists than its residents.  The historic downtown area often felt like a caricature of the city we knew and loved (in fact, many of us began to call Santa Fe 'Fanta Se' or 'Fantasy' to highlight how inauthentic we felt many of our public spaces were), and we longed for an alternative space to forge a sense of community.  As a youth in Santa Fe, it felt as if we did not have many places dedicated to our needs.  The Railyard Park + Plaza serves youth and locals, and provides a space where community is forged in a dynamic urban setting for community of all ages.  The Railyard Park is becoming a hub for environmental community and youth education.  For example, school groups plant vegetable gardens in the park from seed, and retirees garden in the park as volunteers.  We work with at-risk youth in green job training through our partnership with YouthWorks, a local non-profit. In 2010, the Stewards worked with over 340 youth in the park in educational programs. The Stewards also held a workshop series; Master Gardeners and horticultural experts shared their techniques with the public in urban agricultural and horticultural techniques.  In the orchard, the public picks apples and apricots along a busy street, and the native wildflower and grass meadows exhibit landscaping techniques that take into account our arid climate.  Additionally, every spring, the community gathers to clean the 400-year-old irrigation ditch (the Acequia Madre), and learn about agricultural techniques of the Native Americans and Spanish. The Railyard is truly a vibrant crossroads that brings joy to its visitors whether they are tourists or longtime residents.  To me,the Railyard Park + Plaza is the best and most exciting development of my lifetime in Santa Fe.
	OP TradeOffs: From the start, the Railyard Park + Plaza redevelopment has been visionary, dynamic and bold.  In fact, I sometimes call it "Miracle on Guadalupe Street", as there were so many ways it may not have ever happened at all!  From the purchase of the land to the project's substantial completion, the development required partnerships with non-profits and government entities, and relied on the strong voices of the public.  A project in such a visible space with such an engaged, opinionated and longtime community is bound to have compromises.A key example of this is the level of community input into the Railyard redevelopment- thousands of community members gave input to the Master Plan and the design of the Railyard.  Combining and representing broad and diverse input led to many compromises.  An example is the aesthetic of the Railyard.  The design is very modern, fresh and urban, while weaving in historic references.  The modern aesthetic challenges the existing design of Santa Fe, particularly downtown Santa Fe.  Instead of rounded adobe structures with blue window frames and pink coyotes howling at the moon, the Railyard utilizes corrugated steel, stone gabions, and modern architecture.  Linear elements are used to reference historic railroad lines, rather than soft adobe curves.  The Railyard retains a gritty feel (this was important to the community to reflect its industrial history), and the space feels metropolitan in comparison to other parts of Santa Fe.  This was not a comfortable compromise for all Santa Feans, who prefer the adobe aesthetic, while others love that the Railyard ushers Santa Fe into a more urban era.  Despite this and many other compromises, the citizens of Santa Fe have embraced the new space.  It has been recognized as a 'Best of Santa Fe' public space as voted on by locals since the space was substantially completed in 2008.
	OP Critique: The Railyard took a contaminated, neglected parcel of land totaling about 50 acres and created a community space that combines amazing landscape architecture and design with historical and economic values. The space is important for local economies, from the Farmers Market to local shops and restaurants.  It is also important as an environmental education hub, and provides demonstration on techniques from water harvesting and low water planting to ideas like how to grow a winter food garden.  Finally, it preserves historical elements such as the railroad history and the "Acequia Madre" irrigation ditch.  Although the space is only two years old, there is a lot of community pride generated by it!The Railyard Park + Plaza's success is recognized at a national level.  The Railyard has won many awards since its substantial completion in 2008.  It received the Best Building Award from the Associated General Contractors in New Mexico, a Heritage Preservation Award from Cultural Properties Review, and a Placemaking Award from the American Institute of Architects, and a National Association of Industrial and Office Properties Award of Excellence for a Civic/Public project in 2008.  The Railyard Park graced the cover of Landscape Architecture magazine this year, as well as the travel section of the New York Times.The project is truly visionary and vibrant.  However, the least successful aspect was preparing for the long-term care and success of the space.  There was no endowment created to ensure this care, and only minimal funds were set aside to start the Railyard Stewards group.  This means the Railyard Stewards, the Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation, and the City of Santa Fe are working with limited funds to ensure this important community resource continues to serve the public and reach its full potential.  


